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‘The Master Index provides indexes te the reperts and the forty suppor tire 
velumes of the two majer official iavastigations of the assassination ef 
President Jenn F, Kennedy~the first, by the Warren Commission in 1964, and 
the second, by the Rouse Select Comsittes on Assas sinations in: 1979. These 
Massive historical reports with their accompanying volumes ef hearings and 

AD exhibits were published with little or no internal audexeation. Ths Master index 
Mi fills the gap by providing a series of indexes which intreduce order and enable 

accessibility to information in this immense bedy of evidence. It is therefore 
an indispensable tool te researchers and inv estisaters interested in the JPK 
assassination and ta students of governmentel nvedéitgatory processes. 

Part I ef the Me 2ex deals with the revert of the Heuse Select a 

Coumittee on Assassinations, It provides individual indexes. te the report 
oF and each of the Fourteen rolimes « ef aprendicas; a subject index consisting eb 

f nuaerous topics snd sub- ~tovies, with references under sach headin ing te 
relevant naterial in each - of the velumes; a conprehensive name index sraviding 
relevant citations fer each name in each ef the volunes; and a key to names, 
classifying the individuals accerding te identity and function. 

Part II of the i ster Index consists of the 1966 Sub ject. index to the 
Warren Revert ani the Hearin Sand Exhibits, whiek has been out of print fer. 
many years wat is still being sought ‘by students and researchers. This 
subject imiex covers the Warren Zepert and its twenty-six volumes of hearings 
end documentation. It also prevides a selected name index and » a key to names. 
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